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As we think remember the call of Christ to hear the cry of the refugee and the stranger in our midst we remember this poem by Mary
Oliver
Dear Lord, I have swept and I have washed but
still nothing is as shining as it should be
for you. Under the sink, for example, is an
uproar of mice it is the season of their
many children. What shall I do? And under the eaves
and through the walls the squirrels
have gnawed their ragged entrances but it is the season
when they need shelter, so what shall I do? And
the raccoon limps into the kitchen and opens the cupboard
while the dog snores, the cat hugs the pillow;
what shall I do? Beautiful is the new snow falling
in the yard and the fox who is staring boldly
up the path, to the door. And still I believe you will
come, Lord: you will, when I speak to the fox,
the sparrow, the lost dog, the shivering sea-goose, know
that really I am speaking to you whenever I say,
as I do all morning and afternoon: Come in, Come in.
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A word from the JPO...
Dear Readers,
As spring begins to turn to summer, things are looking better for
many of us in Australia. The pandemic appears to be abating
here and slowly we are re-joining our communities, work places
and even having picnics again – though lying in the sun still a
bridge too far. Certainly Australia appears to have escaped the
worst of this pandemic.
Though not for all. In this edition of Act Justly we look at the pain
and heartache being experienced by asylum seekers, refugees
and those living with mental ill-health. For the most vulnerable, Australia continues to be
a harsh and unforgiving country

Our democracy is coming under very real pressure as we
witness scandals like the
sports-rorts affair and the
fact that the gas industry appears to writing public policy.

We also touch on the potentially lost opportunity represented by the Prime Minister’s curious ambition for
a “gas led” recovery. There is no doubt we need a vision for an economic recovery and with climate
change continuing to wreak havoc – especially in our
region and in low-lying nations and islands like the
Torres Strait - we need a recovery plan to include
green new jobs and renewable energy.

But it is not only the economy that has taken a battering over the last twelve months.
Our democracy is coming under very real pressure as we witness scandals like the sports
-rorts affair and the fact that the gas industry appears to writing public policy. Policy like
having a “gas led” recovery foisted on a community desperate for sustainable, cheap, renewable energy. It is past time for a federal anti-corruption commission with teeth if we
are to see an end to this parlous state.
While these are live issues for every citizen, it is those without citizenship that are suffering the most during this national and international crisis.
In this edition we look at what is being done and hopfully what you can do to make life
possible for asylum seekers, refugees and those without any citizenship. In these days
where the government appears to have washed its hands to their suffering, we may be
their only hope.
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A day of Putuwa - to share the warm fire with another
The Aboriginal Catholic Ministry, Sydney was delighted to get the invitation to
join the St Aloysius parish on Dharawal Country. The Team was enthusiastically welcomed by Fr James and the Social Justice group, which put us all at
ease. This sense of oneness was enhanced by the inclusion of Aboriginal art,
Fr James’ sincere welcome and heartfelt Acknowledgement of Country. The
spirit of walking together was continued throughout the celebration of Mass

for International Day of World’s Indigenous Peoples. As stated in Fr Darryl’s
homily ‘Putuwa’ (to share the warm fire with another) was a lived reality of
the day. We truly appreciated the gift of handmade Rosary bead, thank you
Barry Jacobs and the Rosary Guild, our young people will really value these
precious gifts when they are presented to them at our outdoor Mass on September 25. We hope to grow this relationship and the sharing of our fire with
the parish of St Aloysius.
Dr Lisa Buxton
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St Aloysius Parish, Cronulla—First Encounter 2020
The Sutherland Shire and Federal Government planned to commemorate this year
under the banner “First Encounter 2020”. It is 250 years since Capt. James Cook
and the crew of HMB Endeavour arrived in Botany Bay (Kurnell) and experienced
the first contact with the local Indigenous people on 29th April, 1770.
Our parish of St Aloysius includes Kurnell and Kamay Botany National Park. We do
have a small church at Kurnell that is dedicated to St John Fisher. The church is not
used for regular services now but is used by the local Catholic community for prayer gatherings.
The planned events to recall the anniversary were restricted by Covid. However
our Social justice Group held a special liturgy on the eve of the anniversary which
was live streamed. Also, our regular 8am Mass was celebrated in the Kurnell
church on the morning of the 29th April and again live streamed.

We followed up these events by establishing a close relationship with the Catholic Aboriginal Ministry and Indigenous community at La Perouse. They have Mass
in the Reconciliation Chapel, at La Perouse on the first Sunday of the month. A
number of our parishioners attended mass by invitation over the months following.
Fr James had been invited to celebrate mass at the Chapel earlier in the year and
we extended an invitation Fr Darryl and Representatives of the ACM and members
of the community to visit our parish on 9th August.
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St Aloysius Parish, Cronulla—First Encounter 2020
International Day of the World's Indigenous Peoples. Sunday 9th August.

The SJG and Fr James at St Aloysius Parish Cronulla were honoured to host representatives of
the Sydney Archdiocese Aboriginal Catholic Ministry (ACM) at a special mass and welcome
gathering on Sunday 9th August to commemorate
this special day.
The ACM chaplain, Fr Darryl Mackie concelebrated
the mass with Fr James McCarthy (PP) and delivered
the homily for WD of the WIP. The ACM
were represented by Lisa Buxton, Executive Officer,
Kelly Wyld, Ministry Coordinator andJanice Ban, Admin. Officer plus 2 members of the community from
the Reconciliation Chapel, La Perouse.
Fr Darryl and Acolyte, John Allen, Blessed an Indigenous Acknowledgement Plaque (NATSICC) before it
was installed in our church foyer. Our Rosary Guild
also presented 25 Rosaries in Aboriginal colours to
be presented to children completing their Sacramental Programs at the La Perouse Chapel.

The students at St Aloysius Primary School prepared a welcome mural and posters for our
visitors. A special tri-colour banner (black, yellow and red) was made by parishioner
Kath Croxson.
We then had a short gathering whereby our visitors could meet some of our community and
share a morning tea in accordance with Covid restrictions. We plan to celebrate International
Day of the World's Indigenous Peoples each year.
St Aloysius Social Justice Group.
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To see the face of God in the face of the Other
Last Sunday, Migrant & Refugee Sunday 2020, the Nangami Peace and Justice Group of
the Our Lady of the Way parish, the Justice and Peace Office of the Catholic Archdiocese
of Sydney, and Jesuit Refugee Service (JRS) hosted the Time for Grace webinar as a reflection, an education and challenge to all of us to see in the face of the Other, ourselves, our families and our God. If you would like to view the webinar it is now
on YouTube here.
It was a diverse and powerful panel of speakers that included, Bishop Vincent Long, Fr.
Frank Brennan SJ, Nishadh Rego, Julie Macken and Dr. Sabeen. Individually and collectively the panel called on all of us to be part of a practical, coordinated movement to
ensure that people coming to our shores seeking protection or a more dignified life are
treated with respect.
Anyone who believes we can once again be a generous, smart and compassionate nation, please consider taking one of the following actions in support of a humane and fair
Australia.
•
Employ someone who is a person seeking asylum or refugee. As we heard from Dr
Sabeen in this webinar, it is very challenging to find employment. People seeking
asylum will be one of the last groups to attain employment. In order to find out
more, contact Leonie Dyer (leonie.dyer@jrs.org.au), Employment Coordinator, The
Empowered to Work project, which supports people seeking asylum and refugees
find work.
•
Contact your State or Federal Minister to let them know your views. Write them a
letter, request a meeting and sit down and they will listen to you. For help on how
to prepare, contact Zoe Grant (zoe.grant@jrs.org.au).
•
Connect with a local Social Justice group in your area. There is a lot of great work
happening somewhere close to where you live. For information about the
Nangami Peace and Justice group, please visit the North Sydney parish website or
contact anne.nesbitt@jrs.org.au We encourage you to sign up to the following
newsletters to see how to get involved:
•
Sydney: Justice and Peace Office
•
Western Sydney: Diocese of Parramatta Social Justice Office
Broken Bay: Social Justice Around the Bay Group. SJ Around the Bay also ran a great
webinar which you can find here.Please feel free to let us know when you have organised something or are planning something. We would be more than happy to promote it
or support you in any way we can.
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Aboriginal Development and the Catholic Church .
Dr. Robbie Lloyd (*)
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people have been reaching out for potential
partnerships with non-indigenous people ever since Europeans arrived in Australia. Despite centuries of abuse, ongoing neglect in government policies and programs, and downright racism, there have always been people seeking crosscultural collaboration, while wanting to address the need for justice and reconciliation based on truth telling.
Now the Uluru Statement from the Heart movement is making fresh moves towards shared journeying, to build understanding between cultures and constitutional recognition. And other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander leaders are calling for a Treaty and proper recompense for wrongs done. So it is very timely for
the Catholic Church in Australia to review its commitment to Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander people, relationship to place, culture and beliefs.
There have been long established relationships between the church across Australia and different First Nations communities. This has not only involved the
“mission work” of evangelization, but also commitments to preserving and promoting language and culture. However, the institutional wrongs perpetrated by
church personnel and organisations have left many First People feeling abused and
abandoned by the church.
The opportunity is ripe now for members of the Catholic Church, schools and
NGOs to actively seek new relationships of shared understanding and practical
ways to work together. The first step towards that end is to begin exploring a Reconciliation Action Plan (RAP) for each organization, in conversation their local Tradition Owners.
https://www.reconciliation.org.au/reconciliation-action-plans/
This process can then open up other conversations about how best to celebrate
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander beliefs and expressions of spirit, culture and
country, in ways that honor First Peoples and celebrate their connection with
Catholic Church.
(*) Biog. Note: Dr. Robbie Lloyd has spent over 25 years working with Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander peoples, and continues to work with the Creating Futures: Rural, Remote, Indigenous and Islander Mental Health collaborative, based in Cairns at James Cook University; as well as with the Global Mental Health movement across Asia Pacific (based in Goa, Southern India), developing opportunities for local people to be the frontline workforce in mental health, plus honoring Indigenous healers
and medicine alongside western ways.
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Christians call on the Prime Minister to stop his “gas –led recovery” and create a renewable road map for our kids—
Christian churches and communities around Australia are appalled at the Prime Minister’s proposed threat to use taxpayer’s money to support the gas industry. The groups
have denounced the process as lacking transparency, potentially corrupt, and as being
too little too late to create jobs and drive down emissions.
Groups from across the Catholic, Anglican and Uniting Church are deeply concerned that
an industry that has donated more than $6.4 million now appears to be writing government policy the industry will directly benefit from.
The groups oppose the intervention in the
We need to shine a light into energy market for three reasons; firstly
that it is not needed, secondly that it will
these shadowy decisiondrive global warming, and finally, the promaking processes in order to cess lacks any transparency and further
rebuild trust in our democracy undermines democratic decision-making.
an ethicist and former economist I can
and create a safe and healthy “As
tell you this lacks an ethical basis and the
future for all of us,”
numbers don’t stack up,” said Fr. Peter
Smith, Promotor of Justice and Peace, Sydney Catholic Archdiocese. “Not even the
Australian Energy Council think it’s a good idea because it risks deterring the very investments the government is attempting to encourage.”
“The Prime Minister is suggesting he will use tax payer’s money to support this industry
despite economists, environmentalist and energy experts saying it is not needed and despite the fact that it won’t drive job creation in the very regions it’s most needed. Meanwhile, people in the community are doing it really tough. That’s not who we are,” concluded Fr Smith.
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Christians call on the Prime Minister to stop his “gas –led recovery” and create a renewable road map for our kids—
cont.

“Recently the Prime Minister suggested that there was nothing “moral” about choosing
to use gas,” said Very Rev Dr Peter Catt, from the Dean of Brisbane. “He’s wrong about
that. Choosing to lock in the use of fossil fuels like gas for the next thirty years is an absolutely moral issue – just ask any mum or dad who want a safe climate and a secure future for their kids.”.
“We need to shine a light into these shadowy decision-making processes in order to rebuild trust in our democracy and create a safe and healthy future for all of us,” concluded Rev Peter Catt.
The church groups argue this polluting fossil fuel is not needed and is no longer a transition fuel.
“Two decades ago gas was considered part of a transition energy mix, but that time has
passed,” said Thea Ormerod, President, Australian Religious Response to Climate
Change. “Private investors are walking away from gas due to its inconsistency with a carbon constrained future. New gas investments will simply be stranded assets in a few
short years from now.—Julie Macken Justice & Peace Office
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To Heal the World—
Ruth Moraes, Justice & Peace Office
Over the last several weeks Pope Francis has been delivering a series of weekly catechesis sessions on the importance of Catholic Social Teaching during
the pandemic with the theme "To Heal the World". It is particularly relevant
and timely as the world needs healing now more than ever and in more ways
than ever before. The hope is that the implementation of the principles of
Catholic Social Teaching are the best way to guide us out of the pandemic and
help us build a more just and healthier future together.
Each session so far has focused on a virtue (primarily, faith hope and love)
and a principle of Catholic Social Teaching, starting with faith and human dignity, the preferential option for the poor and the virtue of charity; the universal destination of goods and the virtue of hope; solidarity and the virtue of
faith; love and the common good; and care of the common home and the
contemplative dimension.
Pope Francis began by asking "today, in what way can we help heal our
world?" (Introduction, 5 August 2020) He recognises how the pandemic has
highlighted how vulnerable and interconnected everyone is and stresses that
if we do not take care of one another, particularly the least, we will not be
able to heal the world. (12 August 2020). The pandemic has also brought to
light broader social ills such as a distorted view of the person, one that ignores a person's dignity and leads to a throwaway culture.(12 August).
In constructing a world that has needed healing, he urges that we cannot forget the preferential option for the poor, particularly for the weakest, because
this is what the love of Christ demands (see Jn 13:1). He calls inequality within
the human family an "injustice that cries out to heaven" (26 August 2020).
.
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To Heal the World— cont.
Pope Francis began by asking
"today, in what
way can we help

Pope Francis stresses that to emerge from
this crisis we need to do it together or it will
not work (23 September) because solidarity
is not just a matter of helping others, it is a
question of justice (Catechism of the Catholic Church, 1938-1949). In rebuilding a good
world, he emphasises the importance of the
common good: "To build a healthy, inclusive,
just and peaceful society we must do so on
the rock of the common good. The common
good is a rock." (9 September 2020). Without this foundation the society we are aim-

ing for will not come about.

Pope Francis is clear in stating that the Christian response to the pandemic is to be based
on love, above all, love of God who always precedes us (cf. 1 Jn 4:19)." (9 September
2020) He echoes Saint Paul VI and Saint John Paul II who urged us to build a "civilization
of love".
Without this foundation, the throw-away culture prevails; that is the culture of discarding anyone I do not like, whom I cannot love or who is not useful in society (9 September
2020). In a recent session he asked us to applaud the “cast-aways”, those whom culture
defines as those to be “thrown out” and whose worth and dignity can be discarded.
Despite devoting the last couple of months to the importance of Catholic Social Teaching
in the current pandemic, Pope Francis is far from finished on the topic. He will be releasing a new encyclical on the Feast of St Francis of Assisi (4th October) on human fraternity
entitled “Fratelli Tutti” (which could be translated to mean “Brothers and sisters all”)
which is expected to be on the dignity of all humanity and a further explanation of how
we can all contribute to healing the world
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Presentation Summary from Dr Robbie Lloyd, JPO Research & Project
1.

Your Mental Health and your Family’s and Friends’

Everyone suffers from mental distress at some time(s) in life. This is a normal part of being human. What is not working well currently is our society’s massive focus on the individual – whether it’s as a worker, consumer, student, partner, street person, refugee, or a
patient seeing “the clinician”. Humans are social beings and we become unwell and get
better in relationships with others, not alone. So when you’re checking on your own level of mental, physical and spiritual wellness, ask yourself if you’re connected to others
who care for you and for whom you care. The old Twelve Step saying from AA is very
true: “The best way to help yourself is to help someone else.”
My own research work in community mental health and disability support reform over
the past 25 years has shown that there are six things all humans need to maintain balance in life:
Conversation – sharing our stories with each other, reinforcing our own identity in the
group;
Relating – Actively caring & sharing with & for each other, building our sense of belonging;
Imagination – Exercising our creative expression & letting ourselves dream of other possibilities;
Discernment – Having wise sources of input, feedback & reflection for each of us, to inform our sense of the world and to keep a balanced view of ourselves in it;
Mystery – We need to be regularly remined that humans are not in charge of the universe and there’s so much we don’t know, that makes life interesting and always worth
exploring more; and
Wonder – We need the universe to keep surprising & amazing us with its magnificence,
so we keep renewing the wow factor in life and maintain our humility in the face of
God’s wonderful creation. As First People’s have been trying to teach us for so long, this
Sense of Wonder is also the source of Caring for Country, Culture & Spirit. Stewarding
our part of universe responsibly is good for our mental and spiritual health.
Catholic Social Teaching, Pope Francis’ recent messages, and now the Bishops’ Social Justice Statement on Mental Health all reinforce these aspects of how we need to care for
our mental health. Remember, Everything is Connected, which makes it possible to put
all the pieces back together when they temporarily come apart.
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Presentation Summary from Dr Robbie Lloyd, JPO Research & Project

2.

Helping Others

Creating places of welcome and hospitality has been a time honoured way of life among people of all faiths. But our increasingly secularised and individualised world has left that “work” to non-government organisations and specialists in social
work. We have largely walked away from one another, ignoring the message that “It takes a village” to bring up and care for
each person.
Luckily churches, mosques and temples have the readymade infrastructure to renew this hospitality, and for Catholics to
express the Catholic Social Teachings of Subsidiarity (valuing what people want for themselves) and the Common Good
(where we all contribute to the overall wellbeing of our community by actively building & protecting those things that support access to what people need for healthy balanced lives).
Right now mental health is a clinically dominated, individualised mess, focused on ill health not wellness. Doctors, psychologists and other health professionals are run off their feet trying to stay on the treadmill of treating so many individuals. So
people get discharged from hospital too early, or headspace rejects complex young people’s cases. And GPs are drowning in
queued up individual consultations that end up with prescribing medication as a way of closing things off to get to the next
patient waiting.
Helping Others starts by creating places where others are welcome, and where they can come and meet you and know they
are valued, that they have an identity, and that they can find a purpose to contribute themselves in helping their neighbours. If your parish and school can get to know the local mental health network and GPs clinics, and let them know that
you actively welcome and support people in their recovery, helping people to return to the world after a distressful experience. That is worth a fortune, and it’s the work Jesus taught us to do.

3.

Advocating for Change

“What you’re not changing you’re choosing” is a maxim that speaks volumes about what’s wrong in the mental health
space. We need to advocate politically and bureaucratically for change in the mix of investment of public money for health,
to slant it much more towards community-based programs run by people with lived experience of being “consumers and
carers”. The Recovery College is a model that works wonders in the few communities where it has been set up across Australia – where Adult Community Education services in Community Colleges and Special Assistance High Schools for traumatised young people, bring together people with lived experience, alongside clinical workers and adult educators, to design
and deliver programs where everyone is “just a student going to college”, not a person who has disappeared behind a
pathological label. This is one way to radically change the focus towards people helping each other get well, stay well, and
discover new sustaining paths in life after suffering from distressful experiences.
Likewise, without relationship to Country, Culture and Spirit, as First People teach, we will not be able to sustain getting well
or staying well. So as we come out of COVID we need to remember the science that helped us to avoid infection, and listen
to that same scientific research that tells us that our world is suffering drastic damage from Climate Change, Pollution and
its effects on all of our mental and physical health.
Your local parish and school can become lobbyists for change in the way community mental health is delivered, and to help
build local community programs accessible for young and old. It will take lobbying local councillors, state and federal government MPs to drive this message home. It needs assertive pressure, not just polite requests and inquiries. They will
change when we demand it.
The Bishops have called us all to action. What will you do? If you need more information or advice, contact the JPO and we
can guide you in the next steps to follow
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Acting Justly
A Look around the Archdiocese
•

St Aloysius, Cronulla – Invited Aboriginal Catholic Ministry for a visit and continued to
call out and collect food items for the JRS.

•

Our Lady of the Way, North Sydney – Co-hosted Webinar for World Day of Migrants and
Refugees
Our Lady of the Way, North Sydney - Wrote to State and Federal MPs on Behalf of People Seeking Asylum and Refugees
St Patrick’s Mortlake, wrote to Federal MP (with others regarding) support for vulnerable temporary migrants
St Declans Penshurst, wrote to Federal MP (with others regarding) support for vulnerable temporary migrants and signed on to a letter to local federal MPs in conjunction with
other Sydney Alliance partner organisations requesting that the Government maintain
an increase in the raised JobSeeker rate
Ryde Gladesville Combined Parish followed up on meetings with MP in support of people seeking protection,
St Francis, Paddington, Mary Immaculate Waverley, Holy Name of Mary Hunters Hill –
wrote to their federal MPs in support of people seeking asylum and refugees
Haberfield, Leichhardt North, Cronulla, Ashbury, Redfern, Riverwood, North Sydney, Ashfield, Concorde, Penshurst – highlighted resources, distributed prayer card to parishioners and incorporate mental health prayer into the concluding rite of Mass. In light of
COVID19, efforts have been made to better celebrate Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Sunday and highlight Migrant and Refugee Sunday. Undertaking planning work
for how we embed social justice within our parish. Wrote to the Premier about the need
to commence the Modern Slavery Act 2018. To date collected approximately 80 signatures for St Vincent de Paul Build Homes, Build Hope petition. Continuation of our partnership with Jesuit Social Services and support for Ignite Food Store with a visit to our
parish being organised for November.

•
•
•

•
•
•

If we missed something your group or parish did, please drop us a line at jpoinfo@sydneycatholic.org so we can include it next time!
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